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Dear Members,

Wow! I can’t believe this is the last issue of 2012. Time flies and the group is still going 
strong, we now have more than 3,900 members and on average about 300 members 
join per month. This is fantastic news for all of us and means we will have more great 
photos from new members coming along. We are also happy with the PAGE which 
launched last month and we now have over 2,100 LIKEs in less than a month. 

We still have difficulty in selecting the top 10 photos each month from both categories as 
we have lots of fantastic photos. I would like to congratulate all photographers who 
appear in this issue and thank you for supplying additional details.

We have come up with some UWMP 2012 Medal Award Categories, so don’t forget to 
vote to see who will win… 

The “Spotlight UW Macro Photographer” this month, features Adriano Morettin who has 
been one of our group members since the beginning. Adriano’s stunning photos will 
show you great examples of what can be achieved and inspire you in many ways.  

The photo tip this month is Frogfish or Anglerfish by Alistair Merrifield. Alistair has put 
photos and details together with his personal tips and tricks of how to photograph them. 
It will help you prepare when you see them next time.

The Macro Diving Trip articles this month are unusual destinations, first is the Red Sea, 
Egypt’s Sinai Peninsula from Iyad Suleyman. It is a great place for wide angle but Iyad 
can show you how it can be done for macro too. Second is Tioman Island, Pahang, 
Malaysia by Tengku Nazeehah. We might not have heard about this place before but 
after you see the article and photos you might need to put it on your diving holiday list.

This month’s survey we have brought up a previous question, “Where Is Your Favourite 
Underwater Macro Destination?” We just wanted to know after one year, where we think 
is our favourite destination. Chris Spence has summarised the results in a chart and also 
added more details on favourite dive resorts, dive operators and recent member’s  
photos for the top 5 destinations. 

I would like to thank Pietro Cremone for the great cover photo, Adriano Morettin for a 
great portfolio profile and photos, Alistair Merrifield for the Frogfish photo tips, Iyad 
Suleyman and Tengku Nazeehah for informative macro diving holiday reports and great 
photos, Chris Spence for admin work and survey question and article. I would also like to 
introduce our new Admin PAGE team members: Frederic Juneau, Moody Woody and 
Evie Go. Great work everyone, appreciate that.



November - Top 10 DSLR Photos
(in no particular order)
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Bent Christensen

Roberto Erta

Ludovic Galko-Rundgren

ilan lubitz

Yoshikazu Takeuchi

Francesco Turano

Miguel Pereira

Pietro Cremone Gerald Nowak Xanth Huang
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Bent Christensen (Sweden)

Title :    Krait portrait

Critters name :      Yellow lipped sea krait
                             (Laticauda colubrine)

Location taken :     Lembeh Strait, Indonesia

Personal Website :   www.pbase.com/borneobent

Camera and Lens :    Canon 7D and Canon  
                                   60mm Macro

Housing and Strobes :   Nauticam and INON Z240 

Additional equipment add on:  Sola 600 Focus Light

Camera Setting :    F16, 1/200 sec, ISO 160

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

Kraits are somewhat hard to get decent photos of. Not only are they not too common, but most often when they are seen, they are actively 
foraging, which means that they poke their heads into holes in the reef, which is not really conducive for good photos. However, once in a 
while, a resting individual can be found, and as kraits seem to be very confident that we are no danger to them, they seldom scare and thus 
one can approach pretty close. This specific snake though, was hunting when I found it. It was pretty obvious where it was going, so I waited 
for it behind a small ledge. Once it came over the ledge, I had my camera all set and was ready to shoot. Luckily, the snake became 
interested in the housing and spent quite some time calmly checking out the port opening. I have for years wanted a shot of a krait where the 
underside of the head was visible, and this krait did raise its head and gave me the opportunity to get such a shot. Settings were all done in 
advance, as there was no time available to change anything. Double strobes to get even lighting, f/16 to get a decent amount of the head 
sharp, autofocus for general focus setting and locking in the exact focus.
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Roberto Erta (Italy)

Title :    Prehistoric

Critters name :      Common Star-gazer

Location taken :     Lembeh Strait, Indonesia

Personal Website :   azotati.xoom.it/

Camera and Lens :    Canon 1000D and 
                                  Canon 60mm Macro

Housing and Strobes :   Nimar and 
                                      2 x Sea&Sea 110 alpha

Additional equipment add on:   Pilot Light INON 220E

Camera Setting :    F14, 1/200 sec, ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

The shot was made in positioning hovering over the subject with a single flash positioned vertically on the fish. The focus was 
concentrated in the central point of the face. It took several shots because the fish priest continued to hide in the sand.
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Ludovic Galko-Rundgren (France)

Title :    Phyllo in red

Critters name :      Nudibranch (Phyllodesmium sp.)

Location taken :     Tulamben, Bali, Indonesia

Personal Website :   flickr.com/photos/luko/

Camera and Lens :    Canon 7D and 
                                   Canon 100mm macro

Housing and Strobes :   Nauticam and 2 x INON Z240

Dioptre :   SubSee +10

Camera Setting :    F10, 1/160 sec, ISO 200

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

This was taken in Bali on a successful night dive on the USAT Liberty slope. Uji, my guide had filled my eyes up with weird looking critters 
crawling on the black sand, but I still needed a colourful pic for a change. 

I am an advocate of selecting a good background first : it had been a while I lured at that red gorgonian in the midst the grey, hence I took 
my time to find something to shoot. I finally spotted that tiny tiny speck of white perfectly placed on the edge of a red branch. It was so small, 
I didn't even notice it was laying eggs. 

Since I wanted to retain the red background I left the aperture relatively open. Must say I wouldn't have bet anything on that horse, but the 
Subsee+10 magnification and the great colour did the job. 

Lesson 1 : Think background and never overlook nature's beauty. 

Oh yes, almost forgot Lesson 2 : Bali is so great for Nudibranchs.
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ilan lubitz (Israel)

Title :    The new Generation

Critters name :      Crab

Location taken :     Anilao, Batangas, Philippines

Personal Website :   www.pbase.com/ilan_lubitz

Camera and Lens :    Nikon D3X and Nikon 60mm

Housing and Strobes :   Sea&Sea and 2 x Nikon SB-105

Additional equipment add on:   Darkbuster  HID Light

Camera Setting :    F14, 1/160 sec, ISO 160

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

First I would like to disclose the way I will do my macro or close up activities as an underwater photographer.

I will only dive in the early morning or at night as I find the ambient light quite low and I can still focus without additional light. However this is not the 
reason, at these times I have 3 sources of light for the shot.

1. Ambient light  2. Strobe light.  3. Wide beam flash light.

The combination of these three lights produces a very unusual exposure and the secret is to correctly maintain the level of each while the strobe 
light is minimised. Add to that a customised white balance and you get a similar picture to the one presented here.

An additional method I will use while underwater. My full frame FX camera allows me to choose between FX and DX modes. In this case I was 
using a 60mm FX lens and moving to the DX mode, will give me more magnification and in a case like this picture it was needed. Losing a few 
mgpxl using the D3X camera with 24.5 megs is a low cost in a case like this.

And of course the last thing is that you need to find an interesting subject like a crab with the eggs and get the proper angle for the composition. I 
aimed to bring the eggs as the interesting centre of the picture 
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Francesco Turano (Italy)

Title :    Parto del cavalluccio

Critters name :      Seahorse Giving Birth (Hippocampus hipoocampus)

Location taken :     Reggio Calabria (Calabria), Strait of Messina, Italy

Personal Website :   www.francescoturano.it

Camera and Lens :    Nikonos V - NIkon and UW Nikkor 35 mm

Housing and Strobes :   Nikonos and 2 Isotta Isotecnic K50

Dioptre :   Tubo macro 1:3

Camera Setting :    F16, 1/90 sec, ISO 50 Fuji Velvia

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

Biological research on the shallow waters of the Strait of Messina was the 
premise for the realisation of a shot as rare as this, born of the patrol 
continues in July of an arm of the sea inhabited by these fish playing. From 
the technical point of view macro photography made film with low sensitivity 
at night, requires the careful use of light and accurate preset torque ft. The 
greatest difficulties are related to the rapidity of action needed in the 
moment in which happen to run into similar events. Shooting in manual I had 
no slowdowns related, for example, a modern autofocus SLR.© Francesco Turano
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Miguel Pereira (Portugal)

Title :    Allied

Critters name :      Allied Cowrie

Location taken :     Tulamben, Bali, Indonesia

Camera and Lens :    Nikon D7000 and Nikkor 60mm

Housing and Strobes :   Nauticam and Ikelite DS161

Dioptre :   SubSee +10

Additional equipment add on:   Kenko 1.4 Teleconverter

Camera Setting :    F29, 1/250 sec, ISO 100\

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

The thing I like the most in this photo is the somewhat unusual angle. To accomplish this, I broke one of the fundamental rules 
of underwater photography: never shoot down. I've chosen a fast speed in order to darken the cluttered background and a 
small aperture which allowed me to get the subject in focus and still getting a nice bokeh, since I was working with very shallow 
depth of field due to using the subsee. To get a sharp focus I've used a single autofocus point, centered in the cowrie's eye. 
Using autofocus with this configuration (teleconverter and +10 subsee) can be really hard, but once you get it the results are 
very good.
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Yoshikazu Takeuchi (Japan)

Title :    X-ray

Critters name :      Harlequin Shrimp Moulting

Location taken :     Hatijyo Island, Tokyo, Japan

Personal Website :   facebook.com/XanthHuang

Camera and Lens :    Nikon D800E and 
Nikkor 105mm VR Micro

Housing and Strobes :   Nexus and INON Z240

Camera Setting :    F22, 1/90 sec, ISO 200

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

I have always taken with manual focus. Moulting cannot take only a short time. I thought of moulting or where to focus 
in a short amount of time. After I was aiming for when they take the form seems to shrimp.
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Pietro Cremone (Italy)

Title :    I've something on my head!

Critters name :      White moray

Location taken :     Eilat, Israel

Personal Website :   www.cremone.it

Camera and Lens :    Nikon D800 and Nikkor 105mm VR Micro

Housing and Strobes :   Nauticam and Sea&Sea YS-D1

Additional equipment add on:   Sola 500 focus light

Camera Setting :    F16, 1/250 sec, ISO 320

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

Shooting moray is quite simple, you just need to let the fish become 
confident with you, and it will be a perfect model!  This shot was difficult to 
get because of the little shrimp, it was never still and it was a real challenge 
to get a good shot with the shrimp and the eyes in good focus. After almost 
20 tries, I got the shot I wanted!
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Gerald Nowak (Germany)

Title :    Twisted illusions

Critters name :      European Fan Worm (Sabella spallanzanii)

Location taken :     Ustica Island, Sicily, Italy

Personal Website :   www.Gerald-Nowak.de

Camera and Lens :    Nikon D700 and Nikkor 105mm

Housing and Strobes :   Subal and Subtronic Pro 160

Camera Setting :    F32, 1/60 sec, ISO 640

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

To get a picture like this, you have to be very careful, because the worm 
is scared about any fast moves. With one strobe (Top-Point shooting) and 
a light under exposure you could get a shot like this. But be careful and 
wait until the groundswell brings the worm in the right position. Be 
prepared, that you only have one or two shots, before the worm shrinks 
back in his tube. If he does like that, you may swim around and wait 10 to 
20 minutes, than he comes back and you have another chance. Prepare 
your camera and the settings before you approach the worm!
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Xanth Huang (Taiwan)

Title :    Circle of confusing

Critters name :      Nudibranch (Costasiella sp.)

Location taken :     Tulamben, Bali, Indonesia

Personal Website :   facebook.com/XanthHuang

Camera and Lens :    Nikon D7000 and 
                                  Nikkor 105mm Micro

Housing and Strobes :   Nauticam and 
                                       2 x Sea&Sea 110 alpha

Dioptre :   SubSee +10

Camera Setting :    F22, 1/200 sec, ISO 200

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

It was out last dive in Tulamben and the dive site called Segara. When we descended at this sandy slope I saw many green 
seaweeds spread around. I found these Nudibranch and two of them were just near the edge of the seaweed. Through the 
viewfinder, I tried to angle my camera making the axis of lens parallel to the plane of seaweed. 

As a result, it looked like they were stuck together or split by a thin paper. Because of this funny composition it looked so 
confusing to the viewer.



November - Top 10 Compact Camera and 
Compact System Camera (CSC) Photos

(in no particular order)
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Alessandro Borsini

Mark Farrer Nicolas Raibaut

Jacqueline Jongenelen

Evie GoMarcel Gelissen

Nadia Chiesi

Marco Fantino Maurizio Pasi

Christian Jacob Hansen
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Alessandro Borsini (Italy)

Title :    Yellow Pepper

Critters name :   Black-faced blenny 
                          (Tripterygion delaisi)

Location taken :     Portofino, Italy

Camera and Lens :    Olympus E-PL1 and 
                                   Olympus 14-42mm

Housing and Strobes :   Olympus and Sea&Sea 
                                       YS27 and YS110

Dioptre :   Subsee +5

Camera Setting :    F14, 1/160 sec, ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

This shot was made during a workshop macro photos in the marine park of Portofino-Italy. The subject was taken up frontally 
with the use of double flash at full power in configuration macro.
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Mark Farrer (Australia)

Title :  The Pose

Critters name :  Nudibranch (Ceratosoma Brevicaudatum)

Location taken :   Blairgowrie Pier, Victoria, Australia

Camera and Housing :  Canon G12 and Ikelite

Strobes and Dioptre :   2x Sea & Sea YS110 @ and 
                                     I-Dive +8

Camera Setting :    F6.3, 1/125 sec, ISO 80

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

My approach to this image was very simple all I wanted to do was to get in low and slow and slightly tilt my camera rig up to get the 
black back ground, I really wanted to be able to get a shot of the Nudibranchs mouth open and I was pleasantly surprised when he 
struck “the pose”.
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Nicolas Raibaut (France)

Title :    Ocean flower

Critters name :   Crinoid (Phylum echinodermata)

Location taken :     Candi Dasa, Bali, Indonesia

Personal Website:   facebook.com/nicolas.raibaut

Camera and Housing :    Canon S45

Housing :   Canon WP-DC300

Strobes :   INON Z240 

Camera Setting :    F8, 1/80 sec, ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

For macro photography with my compact camera, I always use manual settings, on both camera and flash. I choose the smallest available 
aperture (F/8 on this camera) to get maximum depth of field, and a low sensitivity (iso-100) to reduce the noise.Then I adjust the flash power 
to get the correct exposure. Histogram may help, because it is not always easy to check exposure only with the screen underwater. I also use 
a diffuser to get a smoother light. Shutter speed is not important for the foreground exposure, but can be adjusted to get a darker or lighter 
background.

One last remark: Do not forget to set the macro mode, since it helps a lot autofocus (at least on this camera).
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Jacqueline Jongenelen 
(The Netherlands)

Title :    Look out!

Critters name :   Striped Coral Hermit Crab

Location taken :     Magic Island, Moalboal, Philippines

Personal Website:   www.action2.nl

Camera and Lens :    Olympus E-PL3 and 
                                   Panasonic Leica 45mm macro

Housing and Strobes :   Olympus and 2 x INON S2000

Dioptre :   INON UCL 165

Camera Setting :    F10, 1/160 sec, ISO 200

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

Info about the shot: on the first day of an underwater photography week, my camera broke down. Fortunately I could borrow the 
camera of the well know Dutch photographer Karin Brussaard. On a depth of only five meters, I had to wait... and wait... and wait 
some more... until this crab (about 1 cm big) came out of his hole to wave at me.
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Evie Go (Philippines)

Title :    New Beginnings

Critters name :   Nudibranch (Nembrotha lineolata)

Location taken :     Anilao, Batangas, Philippines

Camera and Housing :    Panasonic Lumix ZS3
                                        and 10Bar Aluminum

Strobes and Dioptre :   INON S2000 

Additional equipment add on:  Sola 600 Focus light

Camera Setting :    F4, 1/125 sec, ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

In shooting marine behavioural pictures, I think it’s imperative to capture the action for the image to have impact. Take different angles 
to get the best possible shot that depicts the visual perception of the objective. With patience, I managed to get the whole Nudibranch 
facing me and at the same time show a clear opening of it laying eggs.
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Marcel Gelissen (Indonesia)

Title :    Juvenile Ghost Pipefish

Critters name :   Juvenile Ornate Ghost Pipefish

Location taken :   Tulamben, Bali, Indonesia

Camera and Lens :  Sony Nex 5N and Sony 18-55mm

Housing and Strobes :   Nauticam and INON S2000

Dioptre :   INON UCL 165

Camera Setting :    F9, 1/160 sec, ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

Since I live and work in Tulamben for the last 8 months I have the luxury of going for a dive quite often, basically daily if I like and if 
time permits. This season we had loads of Ghost Pipefish in Tulamben and I took many frustrating pictures that did not quite turn 
out on how I would have liked them to.  With this shot I dived a Dive Site in Tulamben that almost nobody is doing anymore.  To 
some it's known as the River, it’s the Dive Site between Coral Garden and the Wall or also know as the Drop Off.  The River is a 
Sandy Slope where I found this little guy at about 30 meters.  I was lucky to see him out of his hiding place posing with a full spread 
(most of my other Ghost Pipefish photos are missing this).  I usually shot at higher f stops to get more depth of field, but really love 
how it turned out with the colour on this one.  I like the black background hence I am shooting at 1/160 sec.
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Nadia Chiesi (Italy)

Title :    My Special Coleman

Critters name :   Coleman Shrimp 
                          (Periclimenes colmani)

Location taken :     Anilao, Batangas, Philippines

Personal Website:   azotati.xoom.it

Camera and Housing :    Canon G12 and Isotecnic

Strobes and Dioptre :   Sea & Sea YS01 and 
                                     INON UCL 165

Additional equipment add on:  Pilot Light i-Torches

Camera Setting :    F8, 1/250 sec, ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

When shooting this photo, I used a horizontal angle and I move very much my strobe vertically position for looking an 
different light and only when I have this shot I was satisfied to be able to find a different light!
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Marco Fantino (Italy)

Title :    Is there anybody out there?

Critters name :   Longstriped Blenny (Parablennius rouxi)

Location taken :     Capo Noli, Savona, Italy

Personal Website:   flickr.com/photos/62680442@N06

Camera and Housing :    Canon G12 and Canon WP-DC34

Strobes and Dioptre :   2x INON D2000 and INON UCL 165

Camera Setting :    F8, 1/250 sec, ISO 80

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

Capo Noli is a very popular place for divers, from where you can find 
so many sites you can't imagine. I saw this very small Blenny jumping 
out of the hole then back again during a dive called "Three rocks". It's 
a very easy site, no more deeper than 20m where you can find "three 
rocks" on sand. This creature looks so funny and curious and care 
and patience are very important factors to get a very close approach. 
I took this shot with a +6 diopter stacked. Making this shot just a little 
more difficult is that around the hole there's a red sponge making 
difficult strobes power and camera settings. Have fun and keep 
shooting!

© Marco Fantino
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Maurizio Pasi (Italy)

Title :    Flabellina Affinis with eggs

Critters name :   Nudibranch (Flabellina Affinis)

Location taken :     Capo Noli, Savona, Italy

Personal Website:   flickr.com/photos/mauriziopasi/

Camera and Lens :    Olympus E-PL2 and Panasonic Leica 45mm

Housing and Strobes :   Olympus and 2 x Sea&Sea YS-D1

Additional equipment add on:  iTorch Pro3Focus light

Camera Setting :    F11, 1/180 sec, ISO 200

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

The Nudibranch position on the top of an hydrozoans, of which it 
feeds, helped me a lot to get a perfectly black background because it 
allowed me to shoot from a lower position, nevertheless, the little but 
persistent current made it very difficult to get a good focus with such a 
small f-number. The focal ratio of 11, however, allowed me to get a 
small depth of field to bring out the rhinophores.
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Christian Jacob Hansen (Denmark)

Title :    Hatching cuttlefish baby

Critters name :   Cuttlefish

Location taken :     Mabul Island, Malaysia

Camera and Housing :    Canon S100 and 
                                        Fisheye FIX S100

Strobes and Dioptre :   Sea & Sea YS-D1 and 
                                     INON UCL 165

Camera Setting :    F8, 1/100 sec, ISO 80

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

The clutch of eggs were discovered by my friend and dive master Albert Kang, who apparently had spotted eggs in the same dive 
location (Paradise 1) on several occasions. The eggs are often tangled in corals, and will, when they are ready for hatching, be 
about the size of a table tennis ball. As there are quite many eggs, they are not that hard to spot. Scientists believe (I have later 
read), that they sense predators while being inside the eggs, so maybe the presence of divers (with torches) will trigger the 
hatching of ready babies as a survival instinct.

Before hatching, the babies move around inside the egg for a few seconds. This is the time to focus and get ready to trigger. 
Because of the resistance when breaking the egg shell, the actual break out takes about 1-2 seconds, enough time for the 
photographer to trigger. Getting the correct timing, just when it is halfway though the egg shell, is of course a matter of luck.
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UWMP 2012 Medal Award Categories



Spotlight UW Macro Photographer

Favourite macro diving trip (Holiday):  
Lembeh Strait, Indonesia

Favourite macro subjects:  
Harlequin shrimp but generally all the 
shrimps

Adriano Morettin
(Italy)
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-: Equipment for Macro photograph :-

Camera :  Nikon D3X and Nikon D800E

Lens :  Nikon 60mm micro and 105mm micro

Housing :   Seacam for both

Strobe :   2x Seacam 150

Additional equipment add on :  LSD Retra Snoot

Born in Trieste (Italy) in 1954, diver from 1987, 
two stars dive master CMAS from 1991.

Underwater photography is my life together with 
my family.

I dedicate all my spare time, my passion, my 
commitments and quite a lot of money, but the 
gratification I had, repaid me in full …and more.

I love underwater photography because it gave 
me the chance to discover and appreciate the 
incredible, fabulous world hidden under the 
sea.

I have been photographing for the last 17 years 
in over thousand and four hundred dives in 
many site of the world, but I love Indonesian 
dive sites where I was eight times and I took 
many of my best shots.

Moreover I love my sea, Adriatic sea, where I 
began my career of photographer and where I 
have learned many photographic techniques.

I have won many prestigious photographic competitions all over the world but the 
most important is the Plongeur d'Or in the Portfolio category, in Festival Mondial de 
l'Image Sous marine of Marseille in 2009

Tomato cod with cleaner shrimps
1/125 sec F/22 ISO 100

Spinecheek anemonefish
1/250 sec F/22 ISO 100



Adriano’s Portfolio
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Anemone shrimp with anemone crab
1/250 sec F/22 ISO 100

Coral grouper
1/125 sec F/22 ISO 100

Crinoid shrimp
1/6 sec F/29 ISO 100

Emperor shrimp on Nudibranch
1/250 sec F/22 ISO 100

Goby with eggs in mouth
1/200 sec F/11 ISO 100

Harlequin shrimps 
1/60 sec F/25 ISO 100

Nudibranchs (Cratena peregrina)
1/250 sec F/22 ISO 250

Mediterranean shrimp
1/250 sec F/20 ISO 100

Pigmy seahorse pregnant
1/160 sec F/22 ISO 100



by	  Alistair	  Merrifield

Frogfish Photo Tips

http://www.flickr.com/photos/alistairkiwi/
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Frogfish or anglerfish are popular macro subjects for underwater 
photographers. So, what’s in the name? Technically, they are 
anglerfish. Most of the world calls them frogfish, but here in 
Australia we have a different fish we call a frogfish. For 
convenience, I will refer to anglerfish as frogfish.

Frogfish live in tropical and sub-tropical (temperate) waters. They 
can live in the water column (like the sargassum frogfish, which 
clings to sargassum seaweed and floats around) or on the sea 
bottom. I shall ignore deep sea anglerfishes, it is unlikely an 
underwater macro photographer will come across one of these! 

Frogfish species include:

•	
 Tropical and temperate species:

o Painted frogfish (Antennarius pictus)

o Clown frogfish (Antennarius maculatus, sometimes 
difficult to tell from painted)

o Striated or striped frogfish (Antennarius striatus)

o Sargassum frogfish (Histrio histrio)

•	
 Tropical species:

o Psychedelic frogfish (Histiophryne psychedelica)

o Giant frogfish (Antennarius commerson)

•	
 Temperate species:

o Tasselled anglerfish (Rhycherus filamentosus)

o Sydney/Bare Island anglerfish (Antennariidae gen.)

o Nelson Bay anglerfish (Histiophryne sp.)

Frogfish are very effective predators. The name “anglerfish” derives from the 
rod with lure (illicium) attached above their mouths. Frogfish use this lure to 
attract a potential meal to come close to their mouths. They can strike 
incredibly fast (approximately 6 milliseconds) and their mouth and stomach 
can expand to swallow a meal twice their size.

Now that you have found your frogfish, how do you photograph it? Here are 
some suggestions, I am sure you can find better ways to photograph froggies! 
Frogfish can be quite small; you may need to use a close-up wet lens 
(dioptre). I think the challenge is to bring out the skin texture (and the hair or 
filaments for the striated frogfish) and I think this is easier when you use only 
one strobe. I would suggest positioning the strobe at the side to create 
shadows and textures. You might even try being creative and use 
backlighting. You could try side or front face profiles for close-ups or try 
moving further away to photograph the frogfish in its environment. You will 
want the face and lure sharp, so try using a large f-stop (f8 on a compact or 
f18 and above on a DSLR). I am not so sure shallow depth of field will work 
as well with frogfish, but feel free to prove me wrong!

The problem with frogfish is 
finding them. Size can vary from a 
few centimetres to approximately 
40cm or larger. Frogfish are 
masters of d isguise. Thei r 
appearance can include spots, 
stripes, bumps and filaments. 
They often resemble sponges, 
coral, sponges and plants. This 
camouflage is used to hide from 
predators and to ambush prey. 
Their colour and appearance is 
highly variable (even within a 
spec ies) , wh ich can make 
identification very difficult. Their 
size and camouflage make 
spotting them hard. I really can’t 
offer any advice, except to say 
hire a dive guide and once you’ve 
seen frogfish once, it “can” make 
spotting the same species again a 
little easier.....
Tassled anglerfish (Rhucherus filamentosus)
100mm - 1/200s, F22, ISO 200
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The holy grail of frogfish photographs is 
the yawn. A warning sign to watch out 
for is the frogfish moving its lips 
together. When you see this, you need 
to be ready to shoot fast! Bear in mind 
that this might be a sign of anxiety, so be 
careful to treat your little froggie with 
respect.

I usually don’t bother photographing 
black frogfish. They are too dark and 
you will need to be prepared to 
overexpose the background (and maybe 
foreground) to pick up any details on the 
black frogfishes. One thing worth 
mentioning – please don’t be tempted to 
move two frogfish together for the sake 
of a photograph. Frogfish can be 
cannibalistic, so you might suddenly find 
you have only one frogfish!

Resources for identification:

http://frogfish.ch/

www.daveharasti.com/nelsonbay/fish/
pageeight.htm

Not an anglerfish! (Eastern frogfish, Batrachomoeus dubius) - 60mm
1/200s, F11, ISO 100

Black and gold-flecked painted frogfish 
(Antennarius pictus) - 60mm 

1/200s, F5, ISO 100

The yawn (Antennarius maculatus or pictus) - 60mm 
1/200s, F4, ISO 100

Sydney anglerfish (Antennariidae sp.)
60mm  - 1/200s, F14, ISO 100

Striated anglerfish (Antennarius striatus)
60mm with Dryon +7 - 1/200s, F22, ISO 100

Unknown anglerfish - 100m
 1/200s, F11, ISO 100



www.iyadphotography.com
by Iyad Suleyman

Egypt’s Sinai Peninsula: Macro 
Destination at the Red Sea 
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Sharm El Sheikh, located quite close to the southern tip of the 
Sinai Peninsula, is one of the oldest and most famous diving 
destinations in the world. Situated in the adjacent area are 
over 35 amazing dive sites with underwater topography 
ranging from gentle bays with gorgeous coral gardens to 
fabulous wall dives and submerged reefs.  All of the dive sites 
are within easy reach by boat, seldom much more than an 
hour's boat ride from one of the three jetties of Sharm El 
Sheikh.  

My last two visits to Sharm El Sheikh I stayed and dived with 
Oonas Dive Club. Situated on the beach in Na'ama Bay, 
Oonas Dive Club's air conditioned and comfortably furnished 
accommodation offers a choice of suites, single and double 
rooms.  

Oonas Dive Club has 3 main diving zones: the world famous 
Ras Mohammed National Park, the Straits of Tiran in the 
North and the Local dive sites. Their boats go each day and 
make 2 dives at sites within those zones. Sometimes an extra 
dive can be arranged. Transport by minibus from the dive club 
to the dive boat and back again is provided. They also offer 
beach diving in Na’ama Bay directly in front of their dive club. 

How to get there: 

By air - Sharm el Sheikh has an international airport (SSH) which receives flights from 
all over the world as well as receiving domestic flights from elsewhere in Egypt. Many 
charter and national airlines fly in from the UK, Europe and also the Middle East. If 
you cannot find a direct flight to Sharm el Sheikh, you should be able to find a flight to 
Cairo (CAI) and it is very easy to get the internal flight with Egyptair from Cairo to 
Sharm. Sharm el Sheikh International airport is about a 15 minutes drive from Naama 
Bay, where Oonas dive club and hotel is located.

Diving Details: 

It is possible to dive in Sharm El Sheikh all year round. Water temperatures in the 
Sinai Peninsula peak at 27-28°C during July to September. The temperatures fall from 
27-25°C in October and November. They continue downward from December to 
January, before reaching an annual low of 22°C in February. The water warms up 
again from 23-26°C between March and June. 

As the water begins to warm up in April/May it causes the plankton to bloom and 
affects visibility (15m/20m). This results in a moon jellyfish bloom. Algae on seabed 
blooms too, so more nudibranch can be found feeding on algae. 

Visibility clears through the year as the plankton dissipates and it can be 20-30m.

Macro Marine Life Highlights: 

Lionfish, Cuttlefish, Squid, Octopus, Longnose 
hawkfish,  Anemonefish, Ornate Ghostpipefish, 
Blenny, Goby, Pipefish, Dartfish, Striped Eel 
Catfish, Nudibranch, Flatworm, Srimp, Crab and 
more.

Fringed blenny – 60mm +10 SubSee
F/13 1/160 ISO 125

Halfspotted hind – 60mm 
F/11 1/200 ISO 100

Purple-eyed goby – 100mm and +10 SubSee
F/16, 1/200sec, ISO 200

Nudibranch (0.5cm) - 100mm and +15 wetdiopter
F/20, 1/160sec, ISO 100
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What you LIKED about this trip: 
The visibility and dive conditions are good for 
photography. The dive trip is value for money.

What you DID NOT LIKE about this trip: 
You can find many subjects for macro photography, but 
I would say that diving in Sharm El Sheikh is still better 
for wide angle. 

Extra details: 
The climate in the Sinai is that of an arid desert. From 
April through to October it is sunny virtually every day, 
dry and hot!  Day time temperatures can exceed 40C in 
the height of summer. Shorts and T-shirts are all that is 
needed. However in the spring and winter months the 
day time temperatures will easily clear 20C but there is 
more chance of clouds. During these months the night 
time temperature can drop noticeably, so trousers, long-
sleeve shirts, shoes and socks, even a jumper are a 
good idea to bring with you for the evenings. Chances 
of rain? Perhaps once or twice a year ... literally

Resort Rating: 3 (Average)
Dive Operator Rating: 5 (Excellent)
Dive Guide Rating:  5 (Excellent)

Macro Diving Activity Rating: 3 (Average)
Marine Life Rating:  4 (Good)
Visibility:  18+ Metres

Overall Rating:  4 (Good)

Resort and Dive Operator Name:  

Oonas Dive Club and Hotel

Contact Details: 

Email:  info@oonasdiveclub.com

Website:  www.oonasdiveclub.com

Striped eel catfish – 60mm 
F/11 1/200 ISO 100

Shrimp – 60mm 
F/11 1/200 ISO 100

Crab –100mm and +2 INON diopter
F/11 1/160 ISO 100

Blenny – 100mm and +10 SubSee
F/9, 1/200sec, ISO 200

Crocodilefish – 100mm 
F/18, 1/125sec, ISO 125

Ornate Ghostpipefish - 100mm and +15 wetdiopter
F/6.3, 1/160sec, ISO 100



by Tengku Nazeehah

Undiscovered Macro Haven in Tioman 
Island, Pahang, Malaysia
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According to legends, the island is the resting place of a beautiful 
dragon princess who fell in love with the waters and turned herself into 
an island, pledging to offer shelter and comfort to passing travellers. A 
duty free island located 32km off the east coast of the Peninsular 
Malaysia in the state of Pahang, its lush tropical jungle covers about 
12,000 hectares of the island. The beaches were once depicted in the 
1958 movie South Pacific and in the 1970s TIME Magazine named 
Tioman one of the worlds most beautiful islands. The island consists 
of 4 main villages Tekek, Salang, Juara and Air Batang and a few 
other smaller villages namely Panuba, Genting, Paya and Mukut.

How to get there:

The best months to visit Tioman would be from the beginning of March 
to end of October. Seas can be rougher in the months of November to 
the end of February as the North East monsoon comes in then.

Diving details:

We have been frequenting Tioman, mainly Tekek Village, for the past 8 years, 
making 4-5 weeklong dive trips yearly. My husband and I probably have dived 
most of the sites and have become somewhat familiar with the terrain. Water 
temperature ranges from about 26 to 30 degrees Celsius and visibility from the 
range of 5 to 20 meters. Currents are dependent on tide and are very tolerable 
most times. 

Being only two and a half 
h o u r s d r i v e f r o m 
Singapore and a longer 
four and a half hours drive 
f r o m K u a l a L u m p u r, 
makes Tioman a very 
popular weekend and 
public holiday haunt and 
also, an ultra popular short 
weekend dive destination 
especially among locals 
and Singaporeans. A good 
tip is to find out the ferry 
frequencies and book your 
ferry tickets before hand.

Dive sites on the northwest side 
of Tioman, most ly further 
offshore are known for its 
unpredictable currents but 
divers will be rewarded with 
beautiful boulder formations, 
swim throughs, lush soft corals 
and abundant gorgonian sea 
fans, and the many schools of 
f i s h e s a n d t u r t l e s m a k e 
awesome photography subjects. 
I have found myself upset many 
times for bringing down the 
Wide Angle for a change and 
come across exquisite macro 
subjects in many of these dives!

Meanwhile, the shoreline along the west coast, usually have very light current 
make a perfect dive with hard corals and boulder formation from 2.5 meters of 
depth and excellent muck diving as you venture deeper with big sandy bottom 
areas scattered with soft coral clumps and sea pens. Look closer and you will 
soon realize it’s a breeding ground for all sorts of macro creatures including 
nudibranch, crustaceans and cephalopods, basically a macro haven! It is possible 
to find 5-6 different juvenile nudibranchs on a tiny clump of soft coral.

Macro marine life highlights:

Despite diving these sites on a regular basis, we have still not run out of macro 
subjects to photograph. There are always nudibranch, flatworms, slugs and often 
times other seasonal creatures. Night dives in particular can offer a mind-blowing 
array of macro “models” from crustaceans - the tiniest hairy algae shrimp, tiger 
shrimp, the shy Saron shrimp, decorator crabs and other odd shaped crabs - to 
cephalopods – various species of bobtail squid, pygmy cuttlefish, even the deadly 
blue ring octopus. I sincerely believe there is much more waiting to be discovered 
with patience and a good pair of eyes (or three!).Algae Shrimp  - 1/200 F11 ISO100

Nudibranch (Dendrodoris denisoni) - 1/125 F16 ISO100
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Macro marine life highlights: (continue)

Our favourite “must dive” macro sites would be Renggis island for its variety of hard coral formations and muck-friendly sandy bottom, Tomok for 
slightly more advanced deep muck diving (20m-27m depth) for sandy bottom and scattered soft coral and sea pens, and Soyak for the nudibranch 
enthusiast. 

However, if in Tioman one shouldn’t miss out diving the infamous Tiger Reef for some awesome wide angle vistas and CFWA opportunities, 
Genting Bay for its humongous forest of gorgonian sea fans, as well as Chebeh and Labas for its swim through and rich marine life.

What I liked about this trip:

Our most recent trip, just before the monsoon season, proved to be the ‘pikachu’ season - the thecacera and polycera of the dorid nudibranch 
family – as they were virtually everywhere. Baby saw blade shrimp (tozeuma shrimp) were also a relatively common find this time around, but they 
can require excellent meditation skills as they tend to whirl around if you get too close. An odd observation this time around was that we found a 
few large specimens of the Melibes family, some even with pairs of emperor shrimp hitching a ride on them reminding me of Star Wars jedi knights 
on their starfighter!

What I did not like about this trip:

I remember very well meeting a few very well-travelled yachting enthusiasts docking in Tioman earlier this year. A few were quick to describe 
Tioman as being similar to Bali some 30 years ago –however, the tourism industry in Tioman is nowhere nearly as advanced as Bali, which has its 
pros and cons. Tekek village for example still retains a relatively traditional malay village feel but the island overall could do with more efficient 
ferry services, water taxis and dining options.

Ocellated tozeuma shrimp 
 1/160 F22 ISO100

Nudibranch (Cuthona yamasui)
 1/200 F16 ISO100

Tiger Shrimp
 1/125 F16 ISO100

Whip Coral Shrimp 
1/160 F22 ISO200
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Resort Rating: 3 (Average)
Dive Operator Rating: 4 (Good)
Dive Guide Rating:  4 (Good)
Macro Diving Activity Rating: 5 (Excellent)

Marine Life Rating:  5 (Excellent)

Visibility:  8-12 Metres

Overall Rating:  4 (Good)

Resort and Hotel Name:  

Japamala Resort  www.japamalaresorts.com

Berjaya resort Tioman  www.berjayahotel.com/tioman

Dive Operator Name:

Abect Aquadive Center www.abectaquadive.net

Tioman Reef Diver - www.tiomanreefdivers.com

Horned crinoid crab - 1/125 F8 ISO100

Purse Crab - 1/160 F22 ISO200

Soft Coral Porcelain Crab - 1/125 F22 ISO100

Periclimenes imperator on a Hypselodoris - 1/160 F22 ISO100

Slender Crinoid Shrimp - 1/125 F13 ISO200

Nudibranch (Gymnodoris alba) - 1/160 F22 ISO100Nudibranch (Polycera abei) - 1/125 F22 ISO100



Article and graphic charts by Chris Spence

UWMP Survey Results 
 Where is your Favourite UWMacro Dive Destination?
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As the number of members has increased 
by such a large number in our first year, 
we decided to ask our favourite and 
probably most important question for 
UWMacro Photographers. 

Where is your Favourite UWMacro Dive 
Destination?

Thanks to all who took the time to cast 
their vote! by far the highest survey 
response to date. As this is the last survey 
for the year we turned it in to a top 10 
locations list.

Not surprising in the least that the Top 10 
was dominated by Indonesia and the 
Philippines taking the Top 7 spots in the 
list. Lembeh was again voted as the 
Favourite Macro Dive Location by our 
members with Anilao coming a close 2nd 
followed by Tulamben.
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 Top 5 UWMacro Dive Destinations with photos and details...

Here are the top 5 destinations in the World for Underwater Macro Photography as voted by YOU, we thought we would provide some recent 
photos and recommended resorts and/or Dive Operator details that members went diving with and for your reference in case you might be 
planning a trip to these wonderful Macro locations:

Number 1 …. Lembeh, Indonesia
NAD Lembeh Resort : www.nad-lembeh.com

Number 2 …. Anilao, Philippines 
Crystal Blue Resort:  www.crystalblueanilaodivingresort.com

Number 3 …. Tulamben, Indonesia
Liberty Dive Resort:  www.libertydiveresort.com

Number 4 …. Dumaguete and Dauin, Philippines
Scuba Ventures Dumaguete:  www.dumaguetedive.com

Number 5 …. Ambon, Indonesia
Maluku Divers Resort:  www.divingmaluku.com

Photographer:  Jerome Kim
Setting: F32, 1/200, ISO100

Photographer:  Moritz Drabusenigg
Setting:  F8, 1/200, ISO100

Photographer:  Bent Christensen
Setting:  F11, 1/125, ISO200

Photographer:  Sherry Hsu
Setting:  F18, 1/100, ISO200

Photographer:  Yen-Yi Lee
Setting:  F16, 1/200, ISO100
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Question & Answer time.... 

Q: Some members have started to ask me after I launched,  Why Group and Page too?

A: I am taking the group to the next level and some other reasons which I will reveal later on :-) 

The GROUP as you already know... is about members activities who want to inspire, improve their underwater macro photography skills or learn along 
with other members and also other activities like discussions, surveys, Q&As or just friendship. 

The PAGE... is all about SHOW CASING to the world. Lots of people from facebook didn't want to get involved with any group and just love the photos 
only. So now they have the chance to enjoy our work. We spend lots of time diving and money on photography equipment, so I would like to take this 
opportunity to help you share your passion and show the world how good you are and our group is.

Our admin team will post very interesting photos from the group members only and share them on the PAGE everyday. We have more than 6,000 
photos that have been posted on the group so far. We will select from the past and present photos. It will be a good place for you to visit everyday too. 

Please remember.... only our admin team can select and upload the photos from the group so no one else can upload to the PAGE, so make sure you 
keep posting your photos. Also please drop me an email as I would love to hear what you think?

I’m proud to announce that now we have an Underwater Macro Photographers PAGE on 
Facebook. Please let all your friends and family know and just click LIKE on the page and 
they will start to enjoy our wonderful underwater macro photography world.

www.facebook.com/UnderwaterMacroPhotographers
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Thank you very much to all members and admin team who appeared in our 
1st Anniversary ePhotobook and were involved in this project. I hope you 
enjoyed our first gift of 101 selected member photographers and photos. 

We had so much great feedback and comments from lots of members and 
their friends. We were the first to produce a FREE ePhotobook full of 
beautiful, quality photos from members to members.

If you still have not downloaded it, here is the link.... 

www.uwmacrophotographers.com/flipbook/1anniversary/1anniversary.html

Who will be in our 2nd Anniversary edition? 

Going to be 102 photos and photographers or will it be 202? 
You will have to keep on diving and posting.....
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Thank your very much for your kind support for this group and 
I hope you like this eNews and are enjoying learning with us.

For the next few issues we are looking for...

  Macro diving trip article or report 
 Tips and Tricks for UW Macro Photography 

 Any topic to help our members take better photos 

If you have any comments or feedback or want to be part of our eNews, 
please feel free to email me at 

ken.thongpila@gmail.com

PLEASE DO NOT USE THE PHOTOS AND DETAILS INAPPROPRIATELY


